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BEST PRACTICE – 1 

1. Title of the Practice: Digital Teaching Methodology during Pandemic 

2. Objectives of the Practice: To set up a workforce that is proficient with the necessary skills 

and knowledge to impart content to the students. 

3. Context: In this context , the use of above technology in teaching was encouraged by the 

institute and provision of the digital platforms are provided to the teachers which has resulted 

into higher productivity, better communication , convenience of the learning to the students and 

more effectiveness in teaching and learning. 

Employees yield higher productivity and have the ability to work effectively and efficiently. In 

this context, the institute has taken initiatives to provide digital Platform and has provided the 

required platform like Google Meet, Zoom Meeting and Digital Classroom. 

4. Practice: 

All the students and faculty are provided the necessary logins for practice and conducting 

online exams in all related online platforms. Practice Tests and Talent Tests are conducted 

periodically for better assessment of the students. In addition to this, technical videos are also 

provided for better understanding. 

5. Evidence of Success: 

Using digital teaching methodology, the academic results have increased significantly which 

resulted in better personal profiles of students which in turn helped the students in placements. 

6. Problems encountered and resources required 

(i) Students faced network issues in rural areas (ii) Students faced video clarity due to cameras. 

 

 

 
Google Link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AIQwVYdlNPJuXfKjdftFGqkgl17Nfn7q/view 
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Best Practice - 2 

 

1. Title of the Practice: NPTEL Mentorship Scheme 

 

2. Objectives of the Practice: To help students in their academic, personal and career goals and 

to monitor overall progress of the students during his/her study in the department 

3. Context: 

 

For MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses) activities, NPTEL students were assigned with 

the faculty as mentor and they served their students as mentees depending on the level FE to 

BE. Wide ranges of courses were selected for personality development, leadership and core 

technical courses. On an average 10 students from different courses and semesters were 

located to each mentor faculty. Every alternative week or as per the requirement, meetings 

were conducted by the mentors with their mentees. During the meeting different issues faced 

by the students were resolved. The progress of the students was traced by ensuring the 

submission of the task of the course in time. 

Through mentorship, the faculty who serves as the mentor makes a valuable contribution for 

the overall development of the students, including personality development, presentation skill, 

communication skill and leadership. 

4. Practice: In the mentorship scheme, a total of around ten students from all the 

courses/semesters are allocated to each faculty (mentor). Mentors meet the students in every 

alternate weeks or whenever it is required, either physically or over the phone to discuss 

different issues they are facing. In this way the mentors keep track of the progress of the 

students. 

5. Evidence of Success: The success of mentorship system is reflected in the overall 

development of the students. There were 20 Faculty members obtained Mentor 

certifications from IIT, Madras. The college SPOC obtained appreciation letter from IIT 

Madras for successful execution of NPTEL activities. 

6. Problems encountered and resources required i) required learning level should be higher 

than traditional academic courses. ii) Network issues in rural areas which was a barrier for 

online courses. 
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Google Link – 

1. Mentor Certificate for June 2020 

https://tinyurl.com/2aypwkct 

2. Mentor Certificate for Jan 2021 

https://tinyurl.com/4cbbwjes 

3. SPOC Appreciation letter 

https://tinyurl.com/75t63v8m 
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